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Fourth cohort approved
Ministers have approved a fourth cohort of the Young Apprenticeship programme from
September 2007. Pupil numbers will grow from the 3,500 in cohort 3 to up to 9,000 in
cohort 4. The Learning and Skills Council (LSC) will lead in taking forward the process.

Bright spark –
Award for
Engineering YA

Over the Moon – Work With Schools
award for YA partnership
The Lowestoft Partnership, featured
in Issue 3 of the Young Apprentice
Newsletter,

received

a

Schools/

The first Young

Business Partnership award in June

Apprentice

at a ceremony hosted by the Learning

of the Year

Partnership Trust. Sponsored by BBC

award was won

East, the Work With Schools awards

by Matthew

are open to businesses, schools and

McCarry, 16,

colleges in the eastern region which

Body Wellness Fitness Club, Ipswich

a pupil at St Benedict’s High School

have formed partnerships to enhance

Town Football Club, Potters Holiday

in Whitehaven, Cumbria. The award

vocational opportunities for students.

Resorts and Waveney Sports Centre.

Apprenticeship Awards ceremony, at

Three schools are now members of the

Chris McShane, Curriculum Director

the London Hilton on Park Lane on

Lowestoft Partnership: the Benjamin

at the Benjamin Britten High School,

15 June.

Britten High School, the Denes High

says that the Lowestoft Partnership

School and – starting with cohort 3

had the advantage of getting off to a

Matthew began his Young

– Kirkley High School. As part of the

good start. “There has been a tradition

Apprenticeship in Engineering in

YA in Sports Management, Leadership

of

September 2004 and his long-term

and Coaching, they deliver the OCR

in Lowestoft,” he says, “so getting

goal is to read Electronic Engineering at

National Certificate in Sport (Level 2),

the partnership off the ground was

degree level. “I feel that the certificate

while Lowestoft College delivers NVQ

relatively simple. In addition people

I receive at the end of the programme

Level 1.

were determined to succeed from the

was presented during the third annual

will provide an open door for me into

cooperation

firmly

established

outset.”

the engineering world,” said a delighted

Students in the programme combine

Matthew, who in the course of his

group and tailored experiences during

He says that the award has had a positive

Young Apprenticeship has worked

their 50 days on work placement.

impact: “It was excellent publicity and

on projects to build, develop and test

Local employers participating in the

brought several new employers to the

power lighting and control circuits.

programme include British Triathlon,

partnership. What made the award
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special was the reward for the hard

provided us with a strong base from

work of all involved.”

which we can develop the programme
further. We are proud to be at the cutting

A successful alternative –

Asked

about

what

makes

the

edge

of

educational

Ofsted evaluates the YA

partnership work so well, Chris identifies

through

communication as being the key: “The

programme.”

the

Young

development
Apprenticeship

programme

role of the partnership coordinator,
Angela Pinner, has been central to this

The partnership was nominated for the

An Ofsted report, published on 20

success. The structure of a strategic

award by Stuart Wilson, the SkillsActive

October, concluded that the YA

management group and an operations

regional development manager for the

programme is providing a successful

group has been equally effective.”

East. As the Sector Skills Council for

alternative to traditional provision,

Sport and Leisure, SkillsActive was key

with a strong feature being the

Angela was also thrilled with the award.

to cementing many of the relationships

motivation and commitment of

“The Young Apprenticeship is a fantastic

between

students.

opportunity for our students,” she said.

Stuart paid tribute to the work of the

“They are gaining real work experience

Lowestoft Partnership: “This is excellent

Inspectors judged that 17 of the

in an industry they are passionate

recognition for a successful partnership

20 lessons observed were taught

about, and for this reason the employers

between education and local employers.

effectively, which would lead to

engaged with the programme are

In many partnerships there is a jostling

students making good progress.

benefiting from motivated, talented

for position and organizations are keen

Achievement was satisfactory or

students who are keen to learn. It’s a

to see how they will benefit, but there has

better in 19 of the 24 partnerships,

win–win situation.”

never been a hint of this in the Lowestoft

and was considered good in around

schools

and

employers.

partnership. All organizations have clear

half of them. Students’ behaviour was

“I was highly delighted that the support

roles and responsibilities and work

excellent in over a third of the lessons

the partnership has received from the

together to improve the opportunities

observed.

employers was recognised. They have

for young people.”

The report does highlight some areas
for improvement in the YA programme,
including the need to tackle gender

Features

to qualifications. Action is taking place

Cooking up success –
Young Apprenticeship in Hospitality

to address these areas, including the

As Catering Manager at the London office of HBOS Plc, Peter Keayes heads a

production of an equal opportunities

team of 25 employees preparing and serving food for over 1,200 people. When

good practice guide for partnerships.

his employer – catering and support services provider Sodexho – asked for

stereotyping in some occupational
areas and to ensure that learning on
work placements is linked effectively

kitchens big enough to accept not one but two YAs, Peter was keen to get
involved.
“We really need to embrace the next generation of chefs, and make them aware
that they’re the future of our company,” Peter explains. He also has more personal
reasons, admitting that “I wouldn’t be where I am now if a very kind Frenchman
If you have an idea about what

hadn’t taken me under his wing, and put up with me being very cheeky and rude

you would like to see featured

most of the time.”

in future editions of this
newsletter, please email

Leo Tran, a pupil at Stanley Technical High School, heard about the scheme in

Sandra.Jackson@dfes.gsi.gov.uk

assembly and knew that this was the opportunity for him. “I was interested in
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hospitality long before I started the course,” he explains. “I started
cooking at a young age and it’s been a hobby for me. Most probably
I’ll go on into catering.”
The YAs went through the standard Sodexho induction process,
although Peter made sure they knew they could turn to him – or to his

Motoring ahead –
Young Apprenticeship
in the Motor Industry

boss – with any problems. “I’m handling it very well,” says Leo. “I have
to get up round about 4 o’clock in the morning, but so far it’s worth it.
I’ve been cooking quite a lot and learning about health and safety at
Croydon College, as well as finding out about how the flow of the work
goes. The new technology is very different from the things I’ve used at
home.”
Head chef Marc Neumann says that Leo has exceeded expectations:
“I’ve not worked with people this young before, but Leo is doing
surprisingly well. It can get a bit harsh at times in a kitchen environment
– very, very abrupt – but we constantly remind ourselves that the YAs
are only 14 years old.”
Marc is an advocate of learning on the job. “I started at 17 and went to

Thanks to the Young Apprenticeship programme,

college every couple of weeks for a day or two,” he says. “At college

Alex Morley is now on the road to his dream

you have two hours to prepare one dish, so there isn’t that sense of

career. “I have always wanted to be a mechanic,”

urgency that you have in a real-world environment. I very much prefer

he says. “So when I had the chance to become

it this way and I like teaching it.”

a Young Apprentice, I missed my school sports
day to go in and be assessed.”

The YAs have been fully involved in the kitchen, doing everything from
making up fresh sandwiches to French-trimming best ends of lamb for

Alex was placed by Paragon and ITE Training

the directors’ lunch. After they had been with Sodexho for around six

Group, one of the largest training and placement

to eight weeks, they were asked to cook a meal from start to finish.

providers in the UK. As well as its broad range of
Apprenticeships, the group has provided Young

“We didn’t quite get the custard with the crumble, and it could have

Apprenticeships in Engineering and the Motor

been a bit more cooked,” Peter says, “but I think that it showed them

Industry for the past two years.

their own capabilities. We want them to use that as a benchmark, and
perhaps towards the end of their time we’ll get them to do it again.

On the programme Alex spent one day a week

They’ll see the difference in what they can do.”

at the group’s training centre doing theoretical
and practical tasks, while working Saturdays and

Peter feels that one of the most important lessons of the workplace is

holidays at Pentagon Mercedes in Fareham to

“the old time and place thing. When’s the time to be jocular and muck

build up his practical skills and experience. His

about and when’s the time to stop all that. Sometimes when they’re

dedication was such that he even went in to the

here we’re very quiet, so we can spend a lot of time showing them

training centre on crutches at one point in order not

things and practicing. Other times we’re actually earning our living

to miss anything, and his 100% attendance and

because the execs are in.”

overall progress won Alex the Class Achievement
Award.

Whether or not the YAs continue in catering, Peter believes that working
with Sodexho will be a valuable experience: “Perhaps it will give them

“As the course went on, I began to see that what

a bit more confidence when they go for an interview or when they start

I was being taught could be used at the garage

work, because it won’t be their first experience of a building with over

and I became more confident and able to solve

a thousand people working in it.”

the problems I was faced with,” Alex says. “Each
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time I worked at the garage there were

Some of them were over 32 tons so the

The Young Apprenticeship programme

new challenges, but my supervisor was

work was quite hard at times. I also had

has certainly helped to prepare Alex for

always on hand to suggest possible

the chance to work on ambulances and

the next step towards his ideal career.

solutions and we worked together to

police cars.”

After completing his GCSEs at Wyvern

get the vehicles back on the road.”

Technology College this summer, Alex
After receiving his Class Achievement

started working full time at Pentagon

The Young Apprenticeship programme

Award, Alex went on to achieve highly

Mercedes as an Advanced Apprentice

also helped Alex feel more responsible.

commended status as a runner-up in

and hopes to one day run his own

“I was treated like an adult at the garage

this year’s Young Apprentice of the Year

business.

and so I had to be very sensible, as the

Award. The nomination came from John

people I worked with had to be able to

Underdown of Paragon and ITE Training

‘I think I have improved my

trust me to do a good job.”

Group, who explains: “We chose Alex

skills so much since starting the

because of his keen attitude and ability

programme. Achieving runner-

“I assisted with MOTs, refitted brakes

to quickly learn new skills, alongside

up was a great recognition for

and suspension systems, and used

his dedication to the programme.

something that I really enjoyed.’

diagnostic equipment to check exhaust

Everyone agrees that Alex will one day

emissions. I have worked on many

be a top mechanic. His manager was

different vehicles including Sprinter and

so impressed that it has changed his

Vito vans, and Actros and Atego lorries.

opinion of teenagers completely.”

Alex Morley

Resources – New Publications
Young Apprenticeships: Equal-opportunities report executive summary
The Equal Opportunities Commission expressed concern that greater and earlier vocationalism
might lead to more gender-stereotyped curriculum choices. Influenced by this, the DfES set a
requirement for YA partnerships to specify in their second-cohort proposals how they would
address equality of opportunity. This report evaluates how equal opportunities are being dealt
with in practice and assesses early signs of impact. (Available from the Institute For Employment
Studies, www.employment-studies.co.uk, 01273 686 751)
Young Apprenticeships: Equal-opportunities practice at Key Stage 4
A range of good-practice suggestions with practical applications across Key Stage 4 curricula,
which will help schools, partnerships and providers to encourage young people to make more
informed choices about their Year 10 options and their future careers.
(Available from local Learning and Skills Councils)
Choices after Young Apprenticeships: Progression information for students
This revised booklet describes the learning and training options available to young people after
completing the YA programme. It also lists websites, organisations and events which will help
them find out more and decide where they want to go next.
(Call Prolog on 0845 60 222 60, ref: 00260-2006BKT-EN)
Young Apprentice: A guide to your rights and responsibilities at work
In school, young people know who to speak to if they have a problem. This booklet helps to
explain their rights and responsibilities when they go to work, and where they can turn for help.
(Call Prolog on 0845 60 222 60, ref: 00227-2006BKT-EN)
All documents are also available to download from the Campaign Resources section of the
Apprenticeships website, www.apprenticeships.org.uk.
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